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Abstract 
We report single and two-stacked WOLED. Two-stacked 

WOLED structure adopts fluorescent blue EML and 

phosphorescent (red+green) EML. Current efficiency, EQE and 

color coordinate of two-stacked WOLED are 54.5cd/A, 28.8% and 

CIExy (0.322, 0.345), respectively. Those of single WOLED are 

also 20cd/A, 10% and CIExy (0.29, 0.37), respectively. Dual-plate 

OLED Display (DOD) employing the single WOLED shows high 

aperture ratio up to 67% in 2-inch panel of which pixel size is 

equivalent to that of 32 inch Full HD. 

1. Introduction 
 

It is well known that fine-metal mask (FMM) 

method is not suitable for full color active-matrix 

organic light-emitting diode (AMOLED) display 

prepared on a large-sized substrate, due to its rather 

inaccurate precision in alignment of the mask with the 

substrate. Also, dark spots, which are caused as the 

glass substrate is in contact with FMM, are considered 

as serious problem. Considering these problems, 

white organic light-emitting diode (WOLED) is 

expected to become a strong candidate for AMOLED 

display adopting larger than 5th generation substrate, 

owing to their advantages of high resolution, low cost 

and FMM-less method. [1-4] 

In general, when WOLED and color filter (CF) 

are embedded into AMOLED panel, two types of 

panel structure, such as, bottom and top emitting 

structure may be considered, depending on emitting 

direction. In the bottom emitting structure, WOLED, 

CF and thin film transistor (TFT) are fabricated on the 

same substrate. This structure has some drawbacks in 

respect to fabrication process, aperture ratio. On the 

other hand, top emitting structure has a serious 

problem in electrical resistance of semitransparent 

cathode to get uniform brightness. Moreover, due to 

the unwanted microcavity effect between a reflective 

lower electrode and a semi-reflective upper electrode, 

there is limitation to emitting the visible light in the 

wide wavelength range [5-6]. 

We already published dual-plate OLED display 

(DOD) as an alternative top emitting structure [7]. In 

DOD structure, OLED and TFT backplane are 

fabricated independently, so that we can utilize the 

whole area of upper plate for OLED and lower plate 

for TFT arrays. Thus, high aspect ratio in upper 

OLED plate is obtained as much as the top emission 

structure in favor of long lifetime. And, it can show a 

uniform brightness over the entire panel with large 

size, because low electrical resistance metal can be 

patterned beneath anode.[8] Moreover, the structure 

of WOLED embedded in DOD is completely same as 

that of the conventional bottom emitting WOLED. 

Therefore, unwanted microcavity effect is not a 

considerable problem. 

In this paper, we mention about performances 

of single and two-stacked WOLED. DOD structure 

embedded with WOLED and CF is also proposed for 

the large-sized AMOLED display.  

2. Development of White OLED 
 

2-1 Single White OLED 

The organic layers of WOLED were prepared in 

the following structures: anode, hole-injection layer 

(HIL), hole-transport layer (HTL), fluorescent blue 

emitting layer (B EML), interlayer, phosphorescent 

green and red emitting mixed layer (G/R EML), 

electron-transport layer (ETL), electron-injection 

layer (EIL), and cathode metal electrode. All of 

organic and metal layers on the top of the anode 

surface were deposited by a thermal evaporation 

method under a vacuum at approximately 1x10–6 torr.  
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In this structure, the red and green mixed layer 

was co-deposited with 1 host and 2 phosphorescent 

dopants where doping ratios of red and green dopants 

are 0.4% and 10%, respectively. The interlayer 

between B EML and G/R EML consists of TCTA and 

the host material of G/R EML which we will call PH. 

Mixing ratio of TCTA and PH is 3:1. TCTA plays the 

role of blocking not only electron transfer but also 

triplet-exciton from the phosphorescent emitting layer 

(G/R EML) to the fluorescent emitting layer (B 

EML), due to its high LUMO level and triplet energy 

level. In case that the interlayer consists of TCTA 

only, the electron blocking property is so strong that 

electron-hole recombination occurs mostly at G/R 

EML and WOLED emits weak blue light. As mixing 

PH into the interlayer, electrons are transferred from 

G/R EML to B EML so that electron-hole 

recombination occurs at B EML as well. It is found 

that our WOLED shows optimal white color at the 

mixing ratio of 3:1. 

Before fabricating entire WOLED, we studied to 

find the optimum concentration of the dopants in G/R 

EML for improving efficiency and color tunability. 

When green and red dopants are 10% and 0.4%, 

respectively, we found that the WOLED shows the 

best result. Although amount of red dopant is quite 

small, Fig. 1 shows that intensity of red region in 

white spectrum is considerable. These phenomena can 

be explained by the exciton energy transfer from 

green dopant to red dopant. In other words, green 

dopant acts as the host of red dopant. It was confirmed 

by the fact that intensity of red region is enhanced as 

the green dopant increases [9].  

Fig. 1 displays the electroluminescent spectra of 

the WOLED of red dopant with 0.2% and 0.4% 

respectively, with green dopant kept at 10% in both 

devices. As amount of red dopant is raised, intensity 

of red region is increased, but that of green is 

decreased. It means that more exciton energy transfer 

occurs from green dopant to red dopant in G/R EML. 

The WOLED with 0.4% red doping ratio shows 

efficiency of 18.7 cd/A and CIEx=0.31, CIEy=0.35 at 

3.9 mA/cm2. For 0.2 % red doping ratio, the 

efficiency is 20 cd/A with CIEx=0.29, CIEy=0.37 at 

the same current density. 
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Fig.1. Electroluminescent spectra of WOLED with 

red doping ratios of 0.2 % (dashed line) and 0.4 % 

(solid line) (inset: device structure of single 

WOLED) 

 

2-2 Hybrid Two-stacked White OLED 

We developed two types of hybrid white OLED, 

Device W1 and Device W2. The estimated device 

performances at 1,000 nit were summarized in Table 

1. As total organic layer thickness in two-stacked 

WOLED is varied, we considered micro-cavity effect 

coming from interference among original light and 

reflected light by interfaces like as between organic 

layer and Al cathode. In designing layer structure in 

WOLED, it is critical to position where light is 

emitting as well as to satisfy total thickness between 

anode and cathode into microcavity condition.  

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the EL spectra of WOLED 

adopting optimum micro-cavity condition have 

distinctive emission peaks in red, green, blue range 

suitable for display, while the EL spectrum of Device 

W2   is comparable to the sum of EL spectra of the 

blue stack (Device B) and (G/R) stack (Device Y). 

Fig. 2(b) shows lifetime characteristics of the 

blue stack and (G/R) stack, two-stacked WOLED. 

Half-lifetime (T50) of the Device W2 at 1000 nit is 

estimated more than 60,000 hrs. 

 

Table 1. EL performance of WOLED at 1000 nit 

Structure Volts cd/A lm/W CIEx CIEy 

Device W1 5.9 56.5 30 0.368 0.385 

Device W2 6.9 54.5 25 0.322 0.345 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of (a)EL spectra and (b)lifetime 

among blue, G/R stack, and two-stacked WOLED 

 

The key to the high efficiency and color stability 

within less than 0.02 in u’-v’ color space (CIE 1976) 

is to optimize both phosphorescent green and red 

dopants within just one light-emitting layer and adopt 

an HTL with high triplet energy level and non 

cabazole compound at both fluorescent blue and 

phosphorescent (G/R) stack.  

The lifetime of the fluorescent stack is longer 

than phosphorescent (G/R) stack, total lifetime of 

white OLED is shorter than that of phosphorescent 

stack. The two reasons why lifetime of WOLED is 

shorter than that of each stacks could be considered 

influence by degradation at CGL/HIL2 interface and 

short life of phosphorescent stack. 

 

3. DOD Panel embedded with Single WOLED 

and Color Filter 
 

3-1 Optimization of WOLED in DOD panel 

We already published dual-plate OLED display 

(DOD) as an alternative top emitting panel [7]. In 

DOD structure, WOLED and TFT backplane are 

 

Fig. 3. Cross section of DOD after encapsulation. 

The DOD structure consists of two plates, i.e., the 

bottom plate involving TFT and the top plate 

involving WOLED. 

 

fabricated independently as shown in Fig.3. To 

evaluate WOLED and CF in the DOD structure, we 

fabricated DOD panel whose diagonal size is 2 inch 

and resolution is 90 x RGBW x 90. Pixel size of the 

DOD panel is equivalent to that of 32 inch Full HD 

AMOLED. Two kinds of pixel configuration were 

investigated i.e. (a) quad-type and (b) stripe-type, as 

shown in Fig.4. 

We obtained the high aperture ratio up to 67% for 

quad-type and 65% for stripe-type which is one of the 

powerful advantages of DOD structure. 

 

3-2 Reliability Test of 2- inch DOD panel  

High temperature reliability test of the 2-inch DOD 

panels was carried out to examine the influence of CF 

to WOLED. The panels were stored in convection 

oven maintaining temperature at 90oC. By every 50 

hours, they were observed with microscope.   

 

(a) (b)(a) (b)

 

Fig. 4. Photographs of the emitting areas for two 

kinds of DOD; (a) Quad-type, (b) Stripe-type 

 

As shown in Fig. 5 (a-d), there is no change in 

emitting area after over 500 hours of keeping at high 
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temperature. It can be said that passivation layer acts 

as good protect layer from outgassing of CF. 
 

(a) 0 hr (b) 100 hrs

(d) 500 hrs(c) 300 hrs

(a) 0 hr (b) 100 hrs

(d) 500 hrs(c) 300 hrs

 

Fig. 5. Photographs of the emitting areas in a DOD 

panel which was stored at 90 °C during the 

indicated time 

4. Conclusion 

 

Hybrid two-stacked WOLED adopting the HTL 

with high triplet energy level and non cabazole 

compound has shown better efficiency and longer 

lifetime. It has high current efficiency and distinctive 

emission peaks in red, green, and blue wavelengths 

resulting from optimized fluorescent blue and 

phosphorescent (G/R) stack. The current efficiency 

and color coordinates at 1000 nit were 54.5 cd/A, 

CIExy (0.322, 0.345). Half-lifeime (T50) of the device 

at 1000 nit is estimated more than 60,000 hrs. 

The key to the success of AMOLED in the 

application of large sized display is to fabricate 

AMOLED at lower cost of manufacturing. In order to 

achieve this goal, many efforts are going on from the 

industrial and academic sectors. We expect that the 

DOD structure embedded with WOLED and CF will 

be suitable for the large-sized AMOLED display with 

low cost.  
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